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LEPAGE® QUAD®
MAX CLEAR
LePage® QUAD® MAX CLEAR is the
next generation of siding, window and
door sealants that offers maximum
durability and application performance
for use in many interior or exterior
conditions. With its innovative Clarity
That Lasts formula, QUAD® MAX
CLEAR will stand the test of time and
remain clear even after exposure to
the elements. It is formulated with long
lasting UV inhibitors as well as dirt and
dust-resistant polymers that protect
clarity over the long haul and have
been proven to stick on wet and cold
surfaces. QUAD MAX Clear – clarity that
lasts!

NEW PPG ACRI-SHIELD®
MAX EXTERIOR
The new PPG Acri-Shield® Max Exterior
is a premium-quality, urethane-modified,
exterior house paint. The advanced formula
can be used in both normal and marginal,
above-freezing conditions when a low
temperature cure is required to form a
proper film. Acri-Shield® Max provides a
7-year Portersept® Mildew Proof Warranty
(available in all sheens). This paint and
primer delivers exceptional hide and
coverage and offers excellent brush, roll,
and spray characteristics for consistent
professional results.

SHOCKSTRAP®
TIE-DOWN
With its unique shock-absorbing ShockStrap
Bungee and its industrial-strength polyester
webbing, the Shockstrap provides the
strength and durability that you’re looking
for. All ShockStraps have safety straps that
run alongside the ShockStrap Bungees. The
safety strap acts as a limiter so that you don’t
over-tighten or excessively compress your
load. Additionally, if the ShockStrap® were to
somehow break, the safety strap would keep
the tie-down tight and your load secure.
Additional features include:
• Commercial grade ratchet
• Integrated soft-tie and safety strap
• Oversized hooks with retention clips
• Department of Transportation (DOT)
Compliance
• Constant pressure maintenance
• Two-year warranty
The 1.5” wide Shockstrap Ratchet straps come
in 7’ or 15’ lengths, and have a working load limit
(WLL) of 1,000 lbs.
The 2” wide ShockStrap Ratchet straps come in
9’ and 18’ lengths, and have a WLL of 2,000 lbs
with an integrated soft-tie, an axle loop and spot
welded double steel hook ends.

VINYL SIDING: AN EASIER, SAFER INSTALL
Construction season is upon us and although slightly different from previous
years, we are still predicting a steady season. In certain regions, “business
as usual” will be modified to adhere to new rules and regulations.
We know that there are many options of exterior cladding and now with
these new rules in place, factors that might not have been top of mind are
now just that.

ADVANTAGES OF VINYL SIDING FOR INSTALLATION
Unlike many other siding options which can be very labor intensive to install, vinyl siding
installation is relatively quick and easy. The material is lightweight, making it a simpler install
and will require fewer hands on the jobsite. Not only will this reduce labour costs, it will also
allow for easier compliance if the number of workers on a site must be lessened in order to
conform to new regulations.
Another advantage of installing vinyl siding is that it does not require any special tools or
respirators, allowing for a much safer jobsite.
Vinyl siding was engineered to provide a much faster installation:
• Lightweight product, fewer hands on the jobsite.
• Built in locking system on each panel, allowing a faster install.
• No specialized tools required, safer for your employees and the homeowners.
• Durable product that will ensure less waste on the job, cutting down costs.
• All these advantages also provide additional benefits to the homeowner, by cutting down
the length of time the homeowner will be inconvenienced while the installation is completed.
Although vinyl siding has many other advantages from its extensive, bold colour palette, its
design versatility as well as its low-maintenance quality, allowing you to provide a safer work
environment is surely at the top.

INDUSTRY NEWS
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT TO INVEST $2.4 MILLION FOR
ENERGY-EFFICIENT RESIDENTIAL BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
By Robin McNamara - July 12, 2020 / Ontario Construction News

The federal government says it will invest more than $2,445,000 in a Canadian Home Builders’
Association (CHBA) project to enable seven housing builders to construct net-zero energy and
net-zero energy ready residential buildings in Ontario as well as British Columbia, Alberta and
Saskatchewan.
A statement from Natural Resources Canada minister Seamus O’Regan says that buildings and
homes contribute approximately 17 per cent of Canada’s greenhouse gas emissions. Net-zero
energy buildings are designed and constructed to produce at least as much energy as they
consume on an annual basis.
“More energy-efficient homes mean less emissions in our atmosphere and more money in the
pockets of Canadians,” O’Regan said in the statement. “It’s a win-win. That’s how we’ll get to
net-zero emissions by 2050, with partners like the Canadian Home Builders’ Association.”
CHBA president Kevin Lee said there is a need to find new solutions, technologies and
approaches, to give large numbers of Canadians the option of living in homes that are more
efficient than the current building code, without impacting affordability.
“This partnership between the residential construction industry and the federal government
to facilitate information-sharing and research among industry leaders who are voluntarily
striving to build low-rise multi-family residential buildings to net-zero energy levels using prefabrication is an important step in getting us closer to that goal,” Lee said.
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